The design and analysis of the effectiveness of modern integrated information protection systems (IIPS) is complicated by the influence of the designer’s subjective decisions regarding methods and means of protection, the need to determine the quality criteria for the functioning of the designed objects. The work is aimed at improving the technology of automated design of IIPS by determining the quality of projects. When creating a database (DB) of objects with such “qualitative” performance indicators of information protection systems, it is possible to compare existing and new protection objects and to adjust the protection projects of existing objects. Moreover, the ontological properties of active and threat-resistant objects are taken into account.

To illustrate the use of the methodology for determining and comparing the quality of projects, an example of comparing the quality of projects obtained in different ways is given. One way currently operating involves the use of expert evaluation of the quality of protection projects for existing facilities. The second way is intended for objects defined as objects of protection of the general structure (OPGS) and involves a principally objective assessment of design quality using known quality diagrams and control of Ishikawa and Pareto design consequences. As a result of the given example, it was determined that the quality of projects according to quality diagrams and control of design consequences should increase by more than two times.

The proposed method of comparing the quality of information protection projects for different objects or different protection projects of one object allows to improve the process of creating information protection projects. At the same time, it is possible to exclude the human controller from the process of determining the reliability of object protection. It also allows you to automate the design process, reduce the time and cost of design costs.
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1. Introduction

Any project related to information protection systems (IPS) [1] or integrated information protection systems (IIPS) [2] must determine the real safety of protection objects, and this, in turn, predetermines the quality of the protection project [3, 4]. It is worth noting that there are currently no specific issues in the field of legal norms, regulatory framework, and methodical support. However, in the area of technical information protection (TIP), including the creation of a high-quality threat model and the design of protection systems, there is a significant imperfection. In general, this is related to the objective development lag in time of this field. The currently present technological crisis includes an imperfect methodology for designing IPS. This imperfection is related to the lack of an objective comparison of the quality of projects. Currently, the quality of protection projects is determined by an expert method, which has many shortcomings and does not differ in proven objectivity. It is time to get rid of the designer’s dependence on the person [5] by devising a procedure for the objective comparison of the quality of the designed protection system for various protection objects. It is necessary to compare different protection projects for the determined project that is the most resistant to threats. In addition, it is important to identify weak points in the security of objects when using various protection projects.

Solving these tasks is currently the most relevant when creating projects for the protection of objects of information activity, especially when ensuring the possibility of comparing the quality indicators of these projects. The use of the specified comparison will allow creating projects of protection objects with a predetermined level of protection.

2. Literature review and problem statement

Improvement of projects of technical information protection systems is possible under the condition of consideration of the process of creating protection systems in a complex. For this, it is necessary to combine into a single process such design components as survey and description of the object, solving the problem of designing a financially minimized protection system, audit of the object’s resistance to threats, and post-project [6] and pre-project [7] audit of the object’s security. The listed fragments of the integrated approach will be effective under the condition of an objective compar-
The aim and objectives of the study

The purpose of our research is to devise a procedure for the objective and effective comparison of projects or information protection systems of OIA and ICS based on them. The model of such a means of comparison will provide an opportunity for the development of a new methodology for the design of IPS or IIPS.

To achieve the goal, the following tasks were solved:

1. To show the existence of uniformity of quality indicators of information protection systems projects;
2. To propose an approach for obtaining quality indicators of information protection projects, which will allow obtaining objective conclusions when comparing the quality of projects at the expense of data obtained subjectively;
3. To give an example of obtaining quality indicators that illustrates the possibility of creating projects with predetermined quality indicators while reducing the influence of the subjective component of the designer on the design process.

The study materials and methods

The object of this study is the process of determining the quality of physical access restriction and control systems, as well as access to information at the objects of information activity and in the information and telecommunication systems of the State.

The subject of our research is the methods, means, and methodology of designing information protection systems of information activity objects and information and telecommunication systems, the procedure for comparing the quality of protection systems as an operating environment of self-discipline and work with information, procedures, and algorithms.

The research was conducted using theoretical methods, namely modeling the process of developing an information protection system and synthesis of the design algorithm, which allows determining the quality indicators of the work of IIPS. At the same time, expert assessments of specialists in the field of information security were involved. When conducting the study, assumptions were adopted that the development of IIPS takes place in accordance with the current normative acts of Ukraine, namely DSTU 3396.0-97.
“Protection of information. Technical protection of information. Basic Provisions” and DSTU ND TZI 3.7-003-05 “Procedure for building an integrated information protection system in the information and telecommunications system”

The materials of the study are the projects of currently active protection objects and reports on the effectiveness of countermeasures against threats in recent years.

Microsoft Office was used as the research software.

5. Results of research into the possibility of obtaining quality indicators of information protection projects

5.1. Unity of quality indicators of information protection systems projects

To compare the quality indicators of the projects, the language of the description of the objects is necessary. One of the possible procedures for representing the description of objects in the form of a semantic description of images of objects is given in work [5].

The sequence of design stages is considered according to two logical levels of decision-making. At the same time, at the first level, the possible actions of the intruder are determined in the definitions of threats to the object, which, in turn, determine the possible directions of protection. At the second level, possible countermeasures on the part of the object are determined.

At the same time, a separate automated system (AS) as the body of ICS, and a separate OIA that does not include ICS in its composition, are represented in their entirety in the form of some complex object called the object of protection of the general structure (OPGS) [5].

In general, the structure of the protection system should correspond to the structure of a hierarchical distributed AS of class 3, according to ND TZI 2.5-005-99 “Classification of automated systems and standard functional profiles of protection of processed information against unauthorized access”.

Then the general structure of ZI system is a set of complexes of means of protection (CMP) of certain levels. And the quality of information protection projects and the quality of protection of projected OIA also have a hierarchical nature. That is, the quality of the higher-level protection project has the worst indicators of the quality of the lower-level protection projects.

The rules for the formation of IPS and IIPS, formulated for various cases of distributed OPGS, are given in work [5]. According to these rules, the image of threats (Y) determines the directions of protection, while the definition of means of protection (Z) is carried out using the corresponding database. The set of protection means consists of active (Z(A)) and passive (Z(P)) protection means, prohibitions (restrictions) in the use of certain means (Z(N)), as well as cryptographic means (Z(K)).

In work [5] it is shown that the general expression of logical connections for the set of considered OIA structures takes the form:

\[ Z(A,P,N,K) = Z(P) \land [Z(K) \lor Z_1(A)] \]

\[ \Rightarrow \min \{Z(P), Z(K) \lor Z_1(A)\} \] (1)

The right-hand side \( \min \{Z(P), Z(K) \lor Z_1(A)\} \) of expression (1) meaningfully means that if three conditions are fulfilled, namely:

1) when the objects of protection will be represented according to the structures of OPGS;
2) classify the structures of OPGS by types according to Table 1;
3) at the design stages, use protective measures based on restrictions and prohibitions \( Z(N) \) and associative memory (AM) as a database describing the state of the object, a database of threats, and a database of methods and means of protection. Accordingly, based on the design result, a decision should be made regarding the use of methods and means of protection in their minimum volume. This automatically minimizes the financial burden on the protection system as a whole, if minimizing the number of methods and means of protection is considered a condition for minimizing the financial burden.

The presence of a single solution according to expression (1) proves that it is impossible to create a situation where the same or almost identical objects receive different solutions regarding their IPS and IIPS.

Thus, predicate (1) is a sufficient single expression that describes the logic of selection [5, 13–18] when equipping the protection system of any OPGS. As a result, the learning algorithm of the network model during the formation of the database of the description of the object’s state, the database of destabilizing factors (DF) or threats, the database of protection means and the connections between them will make it possible to obtain a single solution for each individual OPGS. Moreover, the expression (1) itself is not a description of the sequence of actions by which the design process is determined. The proof of the validity of predicate (1) in work [5] means that for any real object (that is, one for which the restrictions according to \( Z(N) \)) are fulfilled) there is only one decision in the choice of methods and means of protection. At the same time, this decision objectively makes logical sense and has the property of the sufficiency of the selected methods and means of protection to solve the protection problem without the need to include redundant (repeated) protection elements. That is, for such objects, there is an objective solution, and it is the only possible one. This is where the meaning of decision optimization lies in designing, and therefore in determining the quality indicators of information protection projects and the quality of OIA protection.

This means that the quality indicators of protection designs are also the same, regardless of the preferences and qualifications of the human designer.

5.2. Obtaining quality indicators of information protection projects

In general, the design structure of IPS (or IIPS) consists of stages, some of which do not lend themselves to strict algorithmizing. Such stages are determined by the list according to Table 1.

The design algorithm of IPS according to DSTU 3396, and IIPS according to ND TZI 3.7-003-05, is currently determined for ICS by eight stages of creating IIPS and is shown in Fig. 1.

The design algorithm of IIPS for IIPS should additionally take into account:
- the main principles that determine the sequence of actions during design according to Fig. 1, given in [5];
- the procedure for developing an information protection system;
- directions for protection of OPGS for technical channels and protection against physical unauthorized access (UAA).
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Stage name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Formation of the list of threats of the i-th object $Y_i$ from the database of threats $Y(S, DF)$ according to the state of the object $S(I)$ with elements $I$, defined in the form of specification $DF$ from the database of $DF$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Determining the relationships between violations $Y_i$ and counter-actions as components of IIPS $Z_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Formation of a list of means of protection by directions of protection $(Z(A, P, K), N=\text{const})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main difference of the design algorithm of IIPS for OPGS is the need at the initial stage to determine the structure of OPGS, taking into account the functional purpose of the design object and the connection of its functional purpose with the object of protection. The object of protection can be a room or territory where restricted access information (RAI) circulates with a defined restricted area (RA), a physical line of communication as the body of ICS, information circulating within the ICS. At the same time, ICS has a single-level or hierarchical (multi-level) structure and may include open communication channels (for example, mobile or satellite communication networks).

The sequence of stages, which determines the general algorithm for creating IIPS for OPGS with either an existing AS concept or a defined functional purpose of OIA, is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Stages of creating an integrated information protection system in the information and communication system according to [2]
Information technology

Fig. 2. The general algorithm for designing an integrated protection system for the protection object of the general structure

The results of the comparison of the main stages of the creation of IIPS in ICS according to the current regulatory documents (Fig. 1), as well as the proposed method (Fig. 2), are given in Table 2. The main differences are formulated at the end of Table 2 in the Notes section.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eight stages of creation of IIPS in ICS (according to Fig. 1)</th>
<th>The general algorithm for the design of IIPS for OPGS (according to Fig. 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Formation of general requirements for IIPS in ICS</td>
<td>Examination of OPGS according to the requirements of ICS security policy or the fact of circulation of RAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This stage according to ND TZI 3.7-003-05 arises as a result of the already adopted decision at the stages «Formation of requirements for AS» and «Development of the concept of AS». Therefore, at the second stage of creation of IIPS, the point «Justification of the need to create IIPS» according to Fig. 2 does not make sense because such justification has already been implemented. Therefore, the item «Survey of the operating environment of IIPS» actually makes sense as an initial stage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. «Description of User Environment», «Description of Physical Environment» and definition of «Threat List» and «Threat Model»</td>
<td>Together with the items “Engineering analysis” and “Information from the customer” (if necessary, similarly to receiving the “survey letter” “Development procedures” of the ZI system), the difference between this stage and the current one is the difference in the purpose of the survey. Here, the goal is to determine the place of IPS or OIA as a structural unit that is examined in the general hierarchy of the structure of the protection object. That is, the type of OPGS structure is determined. The completion of this stage is “Determining the structure of OPGS – DB image S(iI)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Formation of the task of creating IIPS</td>
<td>Obtaining an image of threats from the AM list of threats: $Y_i = f(DF_i \cap S(iI))$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Development of the technical task for IIPS

6. Development of the IIPS project. Development procedure, sketch, technical, working projects

7. Implementation of IIPS and assessment of information security in ICS

8. Accompanying IIPS ICS

There are several procedures of structural analysis of cause-and-effect relationships, which can be used both individually and in various combinations to find the root causes of incidents in statistical quality control. One of them is the method of compiling Ishikawa diagrams [19] and Pareto charts [20]. In the scientific literature, Kaoru Ishikawa's cause-effect diagram is also known as the fishbone diagram, the control diagram of the effects of design due to the cause-and-effect diagrams of quality loss. Accordingly, a comparison of the reasons for the decline of those factors that reflect the sustainability of the object can be represented using this type of diagram.

For any information protection projects, the stability of the object of protection is determined by the preservation of five properties of information, which are: confidentiality, integrity, availability, observability, and controllability (controllability is defined as a guarantee of the correctness of services). If we take into account this list of information properties, then the 5-factor Ishikawa diagram can look like Fig. 3. Reasons that reduce the quality of the design consequences are included in the consideration of the Ishikawa diagram, if you use the current design algorithm of IIPS according to Fig. 3 in comparison with the design algorithm of the IIPS OPGS proposed in this work in Fig. 2, on the condition that the quality of the project of IIPS OPGS is 100%.

Fig. 3. Ishikawa diagrams of quality control of design results
As follows from the diagram, the overall quality balance is 1/0.48. This means that the quality indicator of the design consequences, that is, the quality of the designed object protection system according to the proposed algorithm (Fig. 2), is 2.08 times higher than the current design technique.

The quality of the design procedure itself can be illustrated by the well-known Pareto chart of the distribution of quality by defects in Fig. 4, where defects are quality indicators $a_i$.

![Pareto chart](image)

**Fig. 4. Quality of the design procedure**

It follows from the Pareto chart that the quality of the design procedure according to the current algorithm (Fig. 1) does not exceed 20% in comparison with the design proposed according to the design algorithm of OPGS.

Ishikawa diagram and Pareto chart are drawn up under the conditions of the theoretical worst case for the design methodology of IIPS for OPGS. Thus, when comparing indicators according to the Pareto chart, only defect No. 3 is taken into account, because it is the most disadvantageous for the projects of IIPS OPGS. That is, practically, the comparative values of the quality indicators are significantly higher in favor of the projects of IIPS OPGS.

6. Discussion of results of investigating the possibility of creating and comparing the quality of information protection projects of objects

We have obtained results regarding the possibility of creating and comparing the quality of information protection projects. This became possible due to the introduction into the design process of the technique for analyzing the quality of future projects, which had not been used until now.

The features of the proposed method of comparing the quality of projects are based on the consideration of the structures of any objects of information activity, as such, which have the properties proposed in [5]. At the same time, they are called objects of protection of the general structure. The design stages for such objects involve the use of AM according to the generalized algorithm according to Table 1.

The main feature of the projects of OPGS is the unity of protection projects, which is proved by predicate (1). Therefore, the comparison of projects for OPGS is an objective and obvious procedure. In order to compare the quality of projects for the protection of existing facilities with OPGS, examples of the list of design stages of existing projects and projects for future OPGS are considered. Such lists are presented in Table 2. The sequences of creating projects according to the design stages are described in detail by block diagrams in Fig. 1, 2. Our paper examines the procedure for comparing the quality of projects of OPGS and existing objects, which is based on the use of Ishikawa quality diagram and Pareto chart. They have not yet been used in the field of information protection. An example of such use is given, respectively, to determine the quality of the design result in Fig. 3, and to determine the quality of the design procedure in Fig. 4. Moreover, according to Fig. 4, it is convenient to determine the weakest points in protection projects. For example, for this case, quality indicator number 3 has the biggest quality defect. It is a generalized indicator of loss of integrity and availability.

The limitation in the use of the technology for comparing the quality of protection projects is limited access to the documentation of existing objects. In addition, the limitations are the shortcomings of the currently valid normative-methodical and legislative documentation in the field of technical information protection. These limitations require adjustment.

To obtain qualitative and quantitative indicators of research results, statistical data on the operation of protection objects is necessary. Such statistics require the collection of data on the quality indicators of future projects for at least 4 or 5 years.

The development of this study consists in the adjustment of the regulatory and methodological base of technical information protection, adjustment of some current standards according to [3].

7. Conclusions

1. The presence of a single solution indicates that during design, it can be considered proven to prevent the situation when the same or almost identical objects receive completely different design decisions regarding their IIPS, and the quality of IPS also has the unity of indicators of this quality.

2. We have proposed an approach to obtain project quality indicators through the use of the well-known Ishikawa quality control diagram and Pareto chart. Moreover, these diagrams were not previously used for quality control of projects in the field of information security, and there are no references to them from the regulatory and methodological documentation.
3. An example of the use of 5-factor Ishikawa diagram and Pareto chart is given. Weight percentages of factors affecting the quality of current projects and projects created according to the proposed methodology were obtained in relation to hypothetical objects. At the same time, the statistics of percentage ratios of influencing factors are set hypothetically.
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